SUPER WING OPTIONS

Attention!
●This item is meant for
hobbyists 15 years of age or
older. Please do not give this
item to children under 15.
●This item is intended for use
with the Zoukei-mura 1/32
"P-51D Mustang."
●The polyethylene bags that
contain the parts and
assembly manual present a
suffocation risk. Please do not
drop the parts or bend them
in unintended ways, as they
may be damaged.
●In order to properly express
the shape of the sculpts, it
was unavoidable for some
parts to have sharp edges.
Please be careful.
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The figures in the photo are
samples. Actual product may vary.
The Zoukei-mura 1/32 "P-51D
Mustang" is not included in this set.

These parts are made of urethane resin. Please be careful during assembly.
Plastic model cement wonﾕt work on these parts. Please use a suitable instant glue.

http://www.zoukeimura.co.jp/
■Plan & Manufacturer : Zoukei-Mura, Inc.
■Design
: MASTE BOX LTD
■Distributor
: VOLKS, Inc.
http://www.volks.co.jp/en/index.aspx
60 Goshonouchi Nakamachi Shichi-jo,
Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto Japan 600-8862

¥3,600 (Including Tax¥3,780)
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1/32
「P-51D」
Mustang

These are extra parts to be used with the
P-51D Mustang kit.

We take the utmost of care when overseeing
manufacturing, but if your kit is among the very
small percentage that contains a defective part,
please contact customer service within two
weeks of your purchase with your full name
and order number.

■Please carefully read the assembly manual prior to opening and make
sure that everything is included.
■To use this item, tools such as ●nippers, ●craft knife, ●files, ●sanding
papers, ●instant glue, etc., are required, so please prepare them.
■Please prepare the parts first. You can remove seam lines and gate
marks with tools such as nippers, a craft knife and files. Urethane resin is
softer than the plastic material used for the kit, so be careful to avoid
carving too much. Air bubbles can be filled with putty (epoxy, plastic, etc.)
or similar, then finished with sanding paper. In the case that mold details
are lost, you can recover them with tools such as spatulas.
■During assembly, adjust the orientation of each part while checking the
balance and pose of the entire kit.
■Instant glue should be used for these parts. Please note that they cannot
be glued with plastic model kit cement.
■Base preparation is required before painting. Please thoroughly finish the
base with a coat of surfacer spray (otherwise, the paint will chip off as
time passes).
■With regard to paint, after taking personal safety and the global
environment into consideration, we recommend using "Vallejo Colors,"
acrylic hobby paints for the new century. Please check historical
references regarding the US AAF and the assembly manual of the 1/32
"P-51D" Mustang, and finish your Mustang in your preferred color
scheme.
※When it comes time to use tools and paints, please carefully follow the
individual instructions respective to each tool for your safety.
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How to Prepare the Propeller Suspension Bands and Metal Parts
◇Actual-Size Belt Pattern

out the actual-size belt pattern, making sure to
① Cutting Out the Belts Cut
add the extra space in the dotted lines.
Actual-Size Shapes
② Making the Metal Parts
Holding the
rope on the
pulley.
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Following the "Actual-Size Shapes" below, use the 0.5mm brass wire
you have prepared to make the metal parts. Make four of the triangular
shape, and one of the round shape. The round shape can be made
easily if you wrap the wire around a shaft of similar diameter.

③ Assembling the Belts and Metal Parts
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Attach the triangular metal parts to the cut-out belts from the reverse side, as shown in the
diagram. After making two sets of belts with triangular metal parts at both ends, suspend
the propeller in the belts before attaching the triangles to the round metal part as shown.
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In the case that you are
suspending the propeller by
itself as a stand-alone part,
make sure to detach this section.
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Figure Positioning
◇Pulley
Assembly

■Pulley
Hang the round metal part in the
hook, then pull the rope and
adjust its tension until any "sag" is
eliminated. Make sure that the
rope appears properly tight.

■Rope
After fastening
the hook, run the
rope through the
pulley.
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◇Mechanic E

Attach the
rope so that
Mechanic F
is holding it.

◇Stand

Please place them on the
base as if they are performing
maintenance on the propeller.
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◇Sold separately:
SWS 1/32
"P-51D Mustang"
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Propeller Attachment Set

Create the bands and metal parts that hold the propeller using the actual-size paper pattern to the
right, and brass wire that is 0.5mm in diameter. It will be easier if you use radio pliers and doublesided tape, so please prepare them.
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◇Mechanic F

◇Pulley Assembly

Urethane Resin Parts: 27 total
String: 1 piece
Mechanic E

◆◆Important Points for Assembly◆◆

Flight Manual
Included
Illustration
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Purchasers from VOLKS Japan
International Web Site:
Please contact imos@volks.co.jp.
Purchasers from VOLKS USA:
Please contact service@volksusa.com.
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These are extra parts to be
used with the
P-51D Mustang kit.
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Position according
to your preference.
■Toolbox (Box)

The aircraft, including
the propeller, is not included in this set.
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